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Abstract. In the paper an Interactive Knowledge Acquisition System !KAS is presented. 
This system consists of two parts: procedura! and declarative. An ordinary expert sys
tem shell Sokrates is a procedura! part of the system. A Meta Knowledge Base (MKB) 
including skills how to elicit knowledge composes a declarative part of IKAS. The ac
quired knowledge ca.n be immediately verified, tested and used in expert system based on 
Sokrates shell. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Building an expert system involves eliciting the knowledge that human experts use when 
solving problems. Experience has shown that the process of knowledge acquisition is a 
crucial issue in the construction of virtually all knowledge-based systems. This process 
is time consuming, diflicult and often a major bottleneck in the production of expert 
systems. 

At the beginning knowledge engineers used classical methods to elicit knowledge from 
experts, eg., interview or "brain storming" as well as more sophisticated methods applied 
earlier in clinical psychology, eg., "card sorting" or "multidimensional scaling" etc. (cf. 
Politakis et al. 1984). 

The ways to automation of this process have been looked for. Machine learning algo
rithms have been sometimes used to help. Among various machine learning approaches, 
inductive learning (cf. Dietterich et al. 1981, lwanski & Szkatuła 1991, McDonald et al. 
1989, Michalski 1983) as well as genetic algorithms (cf. Booker et al. 1989) have been 
applied most often. However the constructed rules could be used only to classification-like 
problems and the learning process demands a lot of examples in order to learn the rules. 

For the last few years some automatic knowledge acquisition systems have been devel
oped such as: MORE, MOLE, SALT, KNACK, SIZZLE and RIME. They ask questions 
to the user and carry on a sophisticated process of knowledge elicitation. The excellent 
survey of those methods has been done by Sandra Marcus (1988). They are very useful 
procedura! tools supporting strongly knowledge acquisition processes. 

!KAS is an a_utomatic knowledge based ac·ąuisition system. lt consists of two parts: 
procedura! and declarative. An ordinary rule based expert system shell Sokrates is a 
procedura! part of the system. This system can be used independently as a standard 
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expert system if any knowledge base is involved init. A Meta Knowledge Base (MKB) 
including knowledge how to elicit knowledge Crom experts composes a declarative part 
of IKAS. The whole acquisition process runs in accordance with the General Knowledge 
Acquisition Scheme{GKAS, see section 3) determined by MKB. 

The approach where knowledge acquisition process is controlled by knowledge based 
system has a number of advantages. Any changes to improve this process can be quickly 
inserted to the system. Knowledge base can be easily extended by specialized portion of 
knowledge, eg., how to elicit knowledge from any domain of medicine, etc. 

2. EXPERT SYSTEM SHELL SOKRATES 
Sokrates is a user-friendly rule-based expert system shell. It comprises two ~ain modules: 
knowledge base editor and inference engine with explanation facilities. 

Editor enables: to insert new elements (facts or niles) to base, ·to delete elements from 
the base, to change any features of elements, to save data on disk, to read data from disk 
into working memory, to print whole base or single elements and to browse the base. 

Inference engine comprises forward, backward and mixed chaining strategies. 
The base consists ot facts and rules. There are some distinguished facts called special 

facts. They can only be used in the consequent part of rules making the system peńonn 
an action. There are 10 special facts. Some of them are described below. 

A fact can be defined as a triple (n,v,P), where n is a fact na.me, v a fact value and 
P a set of parameters. There are various parameters which include information needed 
during inference, e.g., ~ of fact (nominał, numeric, fuzzy), fact status (goal, subgoal, 
transfer, etc.). Some parameters are very .useful for communicating with the user, e.g., 
ask contains a question to the user for value of the fact, instr contains instruction for the 
user, etc. If any information was needed to be displayed for the user the following rule 
could be fi.red: 

IF 
premises are fulfilled 
THEN 

instr fact.name 

The special fact instr makes the text contained in parameter instr of the fact, na.med 
fact.name, be displaved. There are similar special facts for other text para.meters, too. 
By means of these special facts communication with the U5'..: is flexible and depends on 
the previous dialogue. 

Another important special fact is control. One _ of the values it can take on is 
read.base. The using of this fact results in locating a new subbase of knowledge at work
ing memory. The transfer facts (status transfer) Crom base previously occupied working 
memory will be merged to the new read base. This process is called dynamie base reading. 
It allows to divide a knowledge base into subbases. The subbases can be gradually tested, 
verified and improved. . 

There are also other special facts defined in Sokrates as, eg., call. which enables to call 
procedures. 

From knowledge acquisition point of view another internal utility module is important. 
This module contaius procedures operating on lists. It is not valid for the user but some . 
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of these procedures will be used to explain GKAS deęcribed below. 

3. KNOWLEDGE TO ELICIT KNOWLEDGE 

The second part of !KAS system is the Meta Knowledge Base (MKB) including knowledge 
how to elicit knowledge. The whole acquisition process is controlled by this knowledge and 
runs accordingly to the scheme called General Knowledge Acquisition Scheme (GKAS): 

1. INITIALIZATION; 
2. VERIFICATION; 
3. USER..LEVEL; 
4. INFORMATION; 
5. GOALS_DEFINITION; 
6. Main loop of the scheme; 
while list..oLgoals # nil begin 

goal:=HeadCut(list..of..goals); 
MAKE..RULES(goal); 
while list..of.rnles # nil do begin 

rule:=HeadCut(list..oLrules); 
list_of..ante:=Ante( rule); 
PutToBase(rule); 
while list_of...ante # nil do begin 

ante:=Head Cut(list..of..ante); 
MAKE..RULES(ante); 

end; 
end; 

end; 

In the above scheme 4 different quantities can be found : lists (3 items), elements of 
lists (3), list procedures (3) a.nd processes (6) . The meaning of lists, elements of lists and 
procedures is quite elear. Processes are described in detail in the following subsections. 

3.1. INITIALIZATION 

The first subbase which must be read to start acquisition process is called initialization. 
It contains rules which ask the user prelirninary questions as, e.g., "Is it your first contact 
with IKAS system ?", "Do you start to build knowledge base or you want to continue the 
interrupted process or you want to irnprove the already existing base ?" . 

If the user answers that he/she wants to irnprove the existing base the rule reading 
subbase improving into the working rnernory will be fired (see section 5). 

If the user answers that he/she wants to continue the interrupted knowledge acquisition 
process then the system, after some extra questions, resumes the process at the point 
where it stopped (see section 4). 

Now we proceed the situation when the user starts to build a new knowledge base. 
After his/her answers are given the rule reading subbase verification into working rnernory 
is fired. 
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3.2. VERIFICATION 
The main goał of this step of GKAS is to establish whether the application of expert 
systems technology to user's problem can bring a success. A subbase contains many 
questions which can be found in literature on expert systems. A system wants to know, 
eg., if there exists classical/standard approaches to the problem, if the problem is ap
propriate for ES technology (narrow domain, specific knowledge, uncertain and_ not well 
formalized/systematized knowledge), if there are experts disposed to cooperation, and 50 

on. 
After the conversation the system gives the suggestion whether it is a good idea to 

build an expert system for the user's problem. · 
If the conclusion of the interview is positive or the user insists on building expert system 

then new parts of MKB called user Jevel will be transported to the working memory. 

3.3. USER...LEVEL 
In this step the user is not only asked but also taught if needed. The sequence of questions 
is given, eg., "Do you know what expert system is", "Do you know any world famous 
expert systems ,eg., DENDRAL, MYCIN, PROSPECTOR or Ri", "Do you knowany 
knowledge representations", and 50 on. H the user does not know the concept then the 
appropriate definition or information is displayed. 

The goal of this step of GKAS is to establish the user's level of knowledge about 
ES technology. It influences the type of questions or explanations given in the sequel to 
him/her by the system. 

3.4. INFORMATION 

In this step the user can obtain information about system IKAS itself. lf not needed this 
point can be omitted. 

3.5. GOALS_DEFINITION 

The next step is to establish possible finał conclusions (hypotheses) the system built by the 
user will be able to reach. The questions are similar to this one "How could you call fact
hypothesis which system could reach as a finał conclusion ?". After receiving the name 
of hypothesis the system asks for the value of this fact and unknown parameters. Some 
parameters are obtained automatically, eg., status goał . FiJ.1al!y, the fact is appended to 
the list.nLgoałs. 

Then the user is asked whether he/she wants to .introduce the next hypothesis. If 
"yes" the next hYP,othesis is defined if "no" the main loop of the GKAS begins. 

3.6; ·MAKE_RULES PROCESS 

The fundamental part of GKAS is the process .called MAKE..RULES. It consists of two 
stages. First, the set of rules verifying possible occurl'ence of a given fact is created. Then 
the set of rules negating the occurrence of the fact is constructed. Below the first stage is 
described. 
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Let F* denote the fact whicb sbould be verified, 
ante(R) - premises of rule R supported fact F* 

endl:=false; 
repeat 

ante(R):=0; 
F:=SUPPORT(F*); 
ante(R) :=F; 
end2:=false; 
repeat 

"Does the rule ante(R) -, F* is correct and complete ?" 
If "yes" then begin 

FINISH....RULE(R); 
Push_on.:Stack(R); 
end2:=true; 

end; 
if "no" then begin 

G:=NEX'LSUPPORT(F*); 
ante(R):=ante(R) n G; 

end; 
until end2; 
"Are tbere other facts which can explain the occurrence of 
the fact F* ?" 
if "no" then endl:=true; 

until endl ; 

There are 3 processes and one procedure in the scheme above. 
SUPPORT(F*) is a process in which the system asks the user "What fact can explain 

the occurrence of the fact F* ?". The user defines fact F by giving its name, value and 
some unknown parameters. The defined fact is appended to the knowledge base being 
created (not to MKB). 

The FINISH....RULE is a process during which the system asks for the name of the 
rule R as well as for its certainty factor. 

The list procedure Push_On...Stack(R) is called to append the rule to the lisLoLrules. 
During the NEXT..SUPPORT process two questions are put forward. The user is 

asked "What next fact should be added to the rule premises ?" and "what kind of changes 
should be done in the premises ?". With respect to the user's answer the new fact can be 
added to the premises, some changes can be done {names, values) or one of the facts can 
be deleted from the premises. 

The internal repeat-until loop is finished (end2=true) if the antecedent part of the 
rule is ready. The main repeat-until loop is finished (endl=true) if the set of rules 
confirming occurrence of the f.act F is ready. 

The second stage is very similar to the first stage. Roughly speaking the processes 
SUPPORT(F*) and NEXT..SUPPORT(F*) are replaced by SUPPORT(-,F*) and 
NEXT..SUPPORT(-,F*) processes. 
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4. INTERRUPTING AND CONTINUATION OF ACQUISITION PRO
CESS 
Any inference session can be interrupted in Sokrates by pressing Alt+S key. Since the 
knowledge acquisition process is understood here as an ordinary inference session it can be 
interrupted at any time as well. After pressing Alt+S the system asks the user if he/she 
wants to start the inference process from the current stage in the future. If the answer is 
"yes" then the system saves the current state of the new knowledge base as well as the 
currcnt state of the MKB. 

5. KNOWLEDGE BASE IMPROVEMENT SCHEME 

The Knowledge Base Improvement Scheme is involved in IKAS system. Because of the 
shortage of place KBIS can not be described in detail. It enables to change or delete any 
rule from the new knowledge base without distortion of its global structure. 

6. MAINTENANCE OF KNOWLEDGE BASE 

During the w hole knowledge acquisition process the Knowledge Base Maintenance System 
(KBMS) is active. There are some procedures which check if the knowledge is consistent. 
They check whether the same fact does not infer fact A and its negation ~A, and whether 
circles, of type F-+ ... -+F, do not exist. 

The completeness actual]y follows from the generał assumptions of GKAS and KBIS, 
because each fact ( except leaf facts of course) has at least one explanation. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

!KAS is a knowledge based system which supports knowledge acquisition process. The 
acquired knowledge can be immediately tested and verified by means of Sokrates shell 
and eventually used as expert system. 
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